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ABSTRACT: Despite the weaknesses, Value-at-Risk (VaR) is still the risk measure that practitioners  
and regulatory bodies customarily utilize for calculation of risk capital in the financial institutions 
such as banks. This work is concerned with the forecasting of credit Value-at-Risk and assessment 
of distributional model risk (DMR). Therefore, the DMR for credit risk model is assessed by estimat-
ing upper confidence level using the bootstrap method. Random variables coming from different 
parametric distributions are assumed as proxies to the systematic common factor for Vasicek single 
factor model. The Bootstrap Monte-Carlo simulations are performed for assessing the accuracy of 
the credit VaR using the proposed bootstrap upper confidence level and other techniques of boot-
strap confidence levels. The techniques include the basic percentile, standard hybrid percentile and 
bias-corrected percentile approaches. Furthermore, a modified hybrid percentile (MHP) is proposed 
for forecasting the credit VaR using the bootstrap upper confidence levels. The result show that the 
proposed MHP method is highly in favour of both asymmetrical and symmetrical distributions. 
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‘Assessing distributional model risk under parametric 
bootstrap methods’
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